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Jo Coupe
Solid Air, 2017
Stepladders, Coloured Nylon String, Magnetic Field, Rare
Earth Magnets
Dimensions Variable
(JCP0099)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Bleed Now, 2012
Botanical prints, archival tape, dissection pins
53 x 68 x 4 cm
20 7/8 x 26 3/4 x 1 5/8 in
(JCP0093)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Posy, 2017
Botanical prints, archival tape, dissection pins
64 x 42 x 3 cm
25 1/4 x 16 1/2 x 1 1/8 in
(JCP0103)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Femmerism, 2008
Bracket fungus, gold leaf, synthetic gem stones, brass rod
10 x 15 cms
3.94 x 5.91 inches
(JCP0022)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Slab (Shrew), 2017
Bronze engineering steel
4.5 x 15 x 15 cm
1 3/4 x 5 7/8 x 5 7/8 in
(JCP0100)

View detail
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Jo Coupe
Slab (Blackbird), 2017
Bronze engineering steel
6 x 10 x 10 cm
2 3/8 x 4 x 4 in
(JCP0098)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Slab (Wren), 2017
Bronze and engineering steel
4 x 10 cm
1 5/8 x 4 in
(JCP0101)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Slab (Rat Head), 2017
Bronze and engineering steel
8 x 10 x 10 cm
3 1/8 x 4 x 4 in
(JCP0104)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Crystalline Energy, 2010
Hand Printed Large Format Pinhole Photograph (framed)
127 x 101.6 cm
50 x 40 in
Edition of 5 plus 1 A/P (#1/5)
(JCP0068)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Rarefied (Phalaenopsis lobii), 2008
18ct gold
3 x 12 x 9 cm
1 1/8 x 4 3/4 x 3 1/2 in
(JCP0027)

View detail

Jo Coupe
Vermicular, 2014
81 x 81 x 8
81 x 81 x 8 cm
31 7/8 x 31 7/8 x 3 1/8 in
(JCP0105)

View detail
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Joseph Beuys
Untitled, 1980
Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published circa 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece
is unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0002)

View detail

Joseph Beuys
Kuchenmehl, 1980
Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published in 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece is
unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0001)

View detail

Joseph Beuys
Löwenzahn, 1980
Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published circa 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece
is unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0003)

View detail
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JO COUPE
Solid Air, 2017

Stepladders, Coloured Nylon String, Magnetic Field, Rare Earth Magnets
Dimensions Variable
(JCP0099)

Description
ISolid Air is a large-scale installation made from ladders, string and magnets. Activating the space between the gallery wall and ordinary domestic
objects, Coupe engages our childlike fascination with magnetism. Anchored to a configuration of stepladders, metal discs tied to the opposite end
of the string are pulled magically toward the wall of the gallery, causing them to float weightlessly in attraction. The architectural qualities of the
stepladders are enhanced by the linear qualities of the taut string, which combine to map a complex and colourfully trembling matrix between a
powerfully charged field beyond the wall, and the commonplace and functional resting on the floor.
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JO COUPE
Bleed Now, 2012

Botanical prints, archival tape, dissection pins
53 x 68 x 4 cm
20 7/8 x 26 3/4 x 1 5/8 in
(JCP0093)

Image 1/3

Description
Bleed Now is a floral collage created from all the botanical copper plate illustrations in all 4 volumes of the 7th Edition of ‘An Arrangement of
British Plants’, 1830 by William Withering. Each 187 year old print has been painstakingly cut out by scalpel and separated into constituent parts
(leaves, stems, fruit, flowers, roots etc) before being reassembled into a new and complete hybrid plant and pinned against the wall by dissection
pins. 'Bleed Now' is a shortened translation of "Blute nur, du liebes Herz" (Bleed now, dear heart), a passage from Bach's St Matthew Passion that
refers to Judas' betrayal of Jesus. In Bach’s work the phrase is spoken by Cyborea, (Judas' mother) upon learning of her son's treachery. Coupe’s
work refers to cutting and healing, and to the oppositional forces of destruction and renewal intrinsic in processes of transformation.
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Image 2/3
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Image 3/3
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JO COUPE
Posy, 2017

Botanical prints, archival tape, dissection pins
64 x 42 x 3 cm
25 1/4 x 16 1/2 x 1 1/8 in
(JCP0103)

Image 1/7

Description
A collage of a hybrid plant created from all of the original botanical copper plate illustrations from 'Wayside and Woodland Blossoms (vol 2)' by
Edward Step, 1933 edition. Each of the 130 colour lithograph plates are carefully cut out by hand, separated into different parts (leaves, stems,
fruit, flowers, roots etc). The parts are then reassembled into a posy form before being mounted on the wall by disecction pins.
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Image 2/7
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Image 3/7
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Image 4/7
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Image 5/7
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Image 6/7
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Image 7/7
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JO COUPE
Femmerism, 2008

Bracket fungus, gold leaf, synthetic gem stones, brass rod
10 x 15 cms
3.94 x 5.91 inches
(JCP0022)

Image 1/4
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Image 2/4
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Image 3/4
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Image 4/4
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JO COUPE
Slab (Shrew), 2017

Bronze engineering steel
4.5 x 15 x 15 cm
1 3/4 x 5 7/8 x 5 7/8 in
(JCP0100)

Image 1/4

Description
Four tiny bronze sculptures - two birds, a shrew, and a decapitated rat's head - lie dead on steel slabs, low on the gallery floor. Their blunt
presence is countered by the delicate intricacies of their surface. Anatomical details such as hair, ribs and even veins under the skin are visible,
pulling the viewer down into their Lilliputian world. This on-going series of found dead animals have been collected and stored by Coupe in their
family freezer amongst the ice cream and other plats-de-demain. Cast at home using jewellery-casting techniques Coupe creates miniature
monuments that tease our fascination with death through repulsion and curiosity.
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Image 2/4
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Image 3/4
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Image 4/4
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JO COUPE
Slab (Blackbird), 2017

Bronze engineering steel
6 x 10 x 10 cm
2 3/8 x 4 x 4 in
(JCP0098)

Image 1/5

Description
Four tiny bronze sculptures - two birds, a shrew, and a decapitated rat's head - lie dead on steel slabs, low on the gallery floor. Their blunt
presence is countered by the delicate intricacies of their surface. Anatomical details such as hair, ribs and even veins under the skin are visible,
pulling the viewer down into their Lilliputian world. This on-going series of found dead animals have been collected and stored by Coupe in their
family freezer amongst the ice cream and other plats-de-demain. Cast at home using jewellery-casting techniques Coupe creates miniature
monuments that tease our fascination with death through repulsion and curiosity.
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Image 2/5
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Image 3/5
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Image 4/5
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Image 5/5
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JO COUPE
Slab (Wren), 2017

Bronze and engineering steel
4 x 10 cm
1 5/8 x 4 in
(JCP0101)

Image 1/3

Description
Four tiny bronze sculptures - two birds, a shrew, and a decapitated rat's head - lie dead on steel slabs, low on the gallery floor. Their blunt
presence is countered by the delicate intricacies of their surface. Anatomical details such as hair, ribs and even veins under the skin are visible,
pulling the viewer down into their Lilliputian world. This on-going series of found dead animals have been collected and stored by Coupe in their
family freezer amongst the ice cream and other plats-de-demain. Cast at home using jewellery-casting techniques Coupe creates miniature
monuments that tease our fascination with death through repulsion and curiosity.
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Image 2/3
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Image 3/3
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JO COUPE
Slab (Rat Head), 2017

Bronze and engineering steel
8 x 10 x 10 cm
3 1/8 x 4 x 4 in
(JCP0104)

Image 1/4

Description
Four tiny bronze sculptures - two birds, a shrew, and a decapitated rat's head - lie dead on steel slabs, low on the gallery floor. Their blunt
presence is countered by the delicate intricacies of their surface. Anatomical details such as hair, ribs and even veins under the skin are visible,
pulling the viewer down into their Lilliputian world. This on-going series of found dead animals have been collected and stored by Coupe in their
family freezer amongst the ice cream and other plats-de-demain. Cast at home using jewellery-casting techniques Coupe creates miniature
monuments that tease our fascination with death through repulsion and curiosity.
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Image 2/4
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Image 3/4
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Image 4/4
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JO COUPE
Crystalline Energy, 2010

Hand Printed Large Format Pinhole Photograph (framed)
127 x 101.6 cm
50 x 40 in
Edition of 5 plus 1 A/P (#1/5)
(JCP0068)

Description
Jo Coupe uses readymade objects and invisible forces to create witty sculptural tensions between the gallery space, the viewer and the object.
Crystalline Energy was a temporary sculptural piece in a specially constructed gallery space in the basement of Lynemouth aluminium smelter in
Northumberland. The whole space bristled with magnetised keys, coins, jewellery, nails, paperclips…the kind of thing you find in the bottom of
your drawers. These stuck together in lines, forming impossible strands, which traced the contours of the magnetic fields. A series of pinhole
photographs are all that is left as evidence of the installation the medium was chosen partly as the magnetic fields prohibited the use of more
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sophisticated equipment. Here, Coupe’s interest centred around the powerful electromagnetic fields which are a unique by-product of aluminium
production and its ability to produce phenomena (levitating coins, keys sticking rigidly from walls and cameras producing black or distorted
images), the kind of things which are, in a different context, seen as evidence of supernatural activity.
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JO COUPE
Rarefied (Phalaenopsis lobii), 2008

18ct gold
3 x 12 x 9 cm
1 1/8 x 4 3/4 x 3 1/2 in
(JCP0027)

Image 1/2

Description
Solid 18 ct gold cast orchid
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Image 2/2
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JO COUPE
Vermicular, 2014

81 x 81 x 8
81 x 81 x 8 cm
31 7/8 x 31 7/8 x 3 1/8 in
(JCP0105)

Description
A collage of a hybrid plant created from all of the original botanical copper plate illustrations from 'Wayside and Woodland Blossoms (vol 3)' by
Edward Step, 1933 edition. Each of the 64 colour lithograph plates are carefully cut out by hand, separated into different parts (leaves, stems,
fruit, flowers, roots etc). The parts are then reassembled into a wreath form before being mounted on the wall by disecction pins.
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JOSEPH BEUYS
Untitled, 1980

Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published circa 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece is unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0002)

Description
'Wirtschaftswert' = 'Economic Values'
When Beuys made the works, Communism was a major political force and the Berlin Wall divided East and West Germany. These goods from the
East were the products of an anti-capitalist economy, and for Beuys, represented a simplicity and authenticity that reminded him of his childhood.
According to Beuys, the inner needs of a human being should be met first through the ‘production of spiritual goods’ in the form of ideas, art, and
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education, rather than in commodities. ‘We do not need all that we are meant to buy today to satisfy profit-based private capitalism,’ he said.
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JOSEPH BEUYS
Kuchenmehl, 1980

Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published in 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece is unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0001)

Description
'Wirtschaftswert' = 'Economic Values'
When Beuys made the works, Communism was a major political force and the Berlin Wall divided East and West Germany. These goods from the
East were the products of an anti-capitalist economy, and for Beuys, represented a simplicity and authenticity that reminded him of his childhood.
According to Beuys, the inner needs of a human being should be met first through the ‘production of spiritual goods’ in the form of ideas, art, and
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education, rather than in commodities. ‘We do not need all that we are meant to buy today to satisfy profit-based private capitalism,’ he said.
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JOSEPH BEUYS
Löwenzahn, 1980

Mixed media in wooden box
Signed and inscribed ‘Joseph Beuys Wirtschaftswert’.
Published circa 1980 by Edition Staeck, Heidelberg, this piece is unique.
22 x 10 x 8 cm
8 5/8 x 4 x 3 1/8 in
(JB0003)

Description
'Wirtschaftswert' = 'Economic Values'
When Beuys made the works, Communism was a major political force and the Berlin Wall divided East and West Germany. These goods from the
East were the products of an anti-capitalist economy, and for Beuys, represented a simplicity and authenticity that reminded him of his childhood.
According to Beuys, the inner needs of a human being should be met first through the ‘production of spiritual goods’ in the form of ideas, art, and
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education, rather than in commodities. ‘We do not need all that we are meant to buy today to satisfy profit-based private capitalism,’ he said.


